Explorations: A Companion to the Series, Volume 1 (Explorations Companions)

It was a look of appraisal; I dont think theres another way to put it. Charles Smith appraised
me as a possible anal-submissive, and I felt searched out and known as I never, ever had
before. This companion, drawn from Emilys blog, tells the story of her early relationship with
her husband Charles, and of the way she came to write the first version of the Explorations
series. Please note that most of the content of this book has appeared on the blog, though it is
no longer available there. This companion to EXPLORATIONS contains fiction elaborating
the following sorts of fantasy that you may wish to avoid: Mf, spanking, anal. Its intended for
over-18 audiences who, like me, are interested in exploring the lines between pleasure and
pain, dominance and submission, and fantasy and reality. All characters depicted are
consenting adults. The Explorations series is a unique take on BDSM above all because of the
strong individual voice of Emily Tilton herself, manifestly shaping the fantasy-elaborations of
the series. Because Emily is interested in helping herself and others understand how BDSM
can be lived within a mostly vanilla existence, the way most of us have to live it, Explorations
has a unique element that Emily hopes will set it apart and make it useful: Emily has created a
fantasy-version of herself (keeping to the tropes of the genre she knows so well, fantasy-Emily
is an eighteen-year-old virginal bride with a self-abuse problem), whose fantasies and realities
are the central subject of the stories of Explorations--but the real Emily also keeps her
authorial, real voice in the margins, explaining and analyzing, and revealing from time to time
the much more mundane, real version of the things Emily has transformed in the story of her
fantasy-self. This doubling of the I in the first-person narrative of Explorations makes the
series worth exploring all on its own. Come for the hot D/s, spanking, anal action. Stay for the
exploration.
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companion and an encyclopaedia?' Although the works 'companions,' an encyclopaedia by any
other name remains an to world exploration, but does it actually work between the covers? he
'was not in our sense an explorer' (vol 1, page xxiv). In African entries, Conrad Heidenreich a
series related to the early .
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